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SUMMARY 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the performance of 
an unsteady flow augmentation system both analytically and experi-
mentally. 
A solution for the augmentation effects due to unsteady flow in 
a constant area duct is obtained using a numerical-graphical integra-
tion procedure. This solution provides a basis for determining the 
accuracy of the derived analytical expression for the same flow prob-
lem. 
By limiting the development of the unsteady flow wave equations 
to a first order analysis, it is possible to derive in closed form an 
approximate analytical expression for the augmentation ratio and mass 
flow ratio due to unsteady flow in both a constant area and a diverging 
duct. The comparison of the analytical solution to the numerical solu-
tion for a constant area duct is within ten per cent for flow pressure 
ratios up to 1.9̂ 5 thus giving confidence in the simpler approximate 
theory. 
For fixed periods of unsteady flow, the augmentation ratio in-
creases as the pressure of the high pressure primary flow decreases. 
Increasing the period of inlet exposure to ambient air and decreasing 
the period of exposure to the high pressure flow also increases the 
augmentat ion. 
An experimental investigation was conducted to verify the per-
formance predicted by the theoretical analysis. Unsteady flow in a 
IX 
constant area duct was induced using a slotted rotating disk in a 
region of high pressure flow. Tests were conducted varying the duct 
length, inlet position, speed of rotation and the pressure ratio. 
Performance of the test apparatus was not as high as that pre-
dicted by the theory, however it was shown experimentally that: 
(1) The induced unsteady flow does improve the performance of 
the test apparatus as compared to its performance under steady flow 
conditions. 
(2) Performance improves as the pressure ratio is decreased. 
(~$) Rotation speeds for which the best performance is obtained 
are in the same range as those determined from the theory. 
Some factors which affect the performance of the system were 
either uncontrolled or not considered during this exploratory investi-
gation. It is recommended that further investigation of performance of 
this type thrust augmenter include modifications of the design to include 
the shape and size of the disk slots, inlet configuration, and duct 
divergence. If subsequent investigations include these design factors, 
it is felt that the test apparatus performance can be brought into 




A continuing demand for higher performance of jet propulsion 
systems is making it increasingly necessary for the engineer to develop 
thrust augmentation devices which will improve performance without 
sacrificing efficiency or power to weight ratios* Present methods of 
augmentation are mostly of the direct acting steady-flow viscous type 
which provide a marginal increase in performance while accepting in-
creases in weight and physical dimensions. Therefore, it becomes 
desirable to investigate new means of energy transfer which will pro-
vide the desired augmentation while avoiding some of the disadvantages 
associated with present day systems. 
Since the principles of steady flow type devices have been ad-
vanced to their reasonable limit, it is apparent that the propulsion 
engineer must look to unsteady flow for a solution to the problem. 
1* 
Foa has proposed using unsteady flow which when adjusted to the frame 
of reference of the flow field becomes steady in that frame. This in 
turn he calls "crypto steady flow." An adaptation of this crypto steady 
flow analysis to an augmentation device will provide the direct transfer 
of energy from one steady flow to another by means of moving pressure 
fields. This transfer of mechanical energy by the pressure waves allows 
for a higher efficiency than could be attained by direct transfer of 
Superscript numbers refer to items in the Bibliography. 
2 
energy in a steady flow mixing system. 
Several aircraft companies are presently working on systems to 
p 
provide thrust augmentation. Hiller Aircraft has had considerable suc-
cess in the development of a pure unsteady flow device utilizing a 
pulse reactor to generate the unsteady flow field. Lockheed Aircraft^ 
employs a functional augmentation system utilizing multiple ejectors 
k 
operating under steady flow principles. McDonnell Aircraft has con-
ducted experimental tests with a new type augmenter based on the crypto 
steady principle conceived by Foa. Early tests indicate that this 
principle is applicable to an engine system and will produce augmen-
tation in accordance with the theory. 
The purpose of this study is to investigate still another manner 
in which to achieve thrust augmentation. An unsteady flow field will be 
generated by rotating a slotted disk in a region of steady flow. The 
induced unsteady flow will then be directed through an augmenting duct. 
The theoretical analysis will utilize the unsteady flow wave equations 
for investigating the characteristics and potential of this type of aug-
mentation system. The exit conditions of the flow will be related to 
the inlet conditions by examining the action of the expansion and com-
pression waves within the duct. 
An analytical expression will be developed to determine the 
actual augmentation to be expected under varying inlet conditions. Due 
to the complexity of the wave equations and the nature of the flow, it 
will be necessary to limit the development to a first order analysis. 
The cases of a constant area and a diverging duct will be developed 
similarly and their results subjected to a comparative analysis. 
3 
As in any engineering development, the theory should be sub-
stantiated by experimental data before it can be deemed acceptable. 
Therefore, the analytical results will be applied to an experimental 
test apparatus to examine the validity of the development. It is 
realized that the design of a functional device is dependent upon many 
variable parameters some of which cannot be incorporated into a theo-
retical analysis, hence an extensive design program would be necessary 
to achieve optimum results. Time limitations for the present study 
allow only for exploratory experimental investigations. 
h 
CHAPTER I I 
TEE PHYSICAL PROBLEM AND 
THE GENERAL UNSTEADY FLOW EQUATIONS 
In i t s most simple r e p r e s e n t a t i o n , t he problem reduces t o one 
of i n j e c t i n g a s lug of a i r i n t o a r i g i d duct in which t he flow pa ra -
meters change w i th d i s t a n c e , x , and t i m e , t . In order t o determine 
t h e flow p r o p e r t i e s a t any s t a t i o n w i t h i n t h e d u c t , i t i s necessa ry t o 
develop the equat ions of motion for one-dimensional unsteady flow. The 
g e n e r a l s o l u t i o n of t h e one-dimensional unsteady flow equat ion as b r i e f l y 
o u t l i n e d below can be found in more d e t a i l in any s tandard t e x t on 
1 6 7 
unsteady flow. ' ' ' 
As s t a t e d by Foa, a l l flow p r o p e r t i e s for any given a r e a , p o s i -
t i o n , and t ime a r e s p e c i f i e d by t h r e e independent s t a t e pa rame te r s . 
For t h i s s tudy , t he parameters s e l e c t e d a r e : a (speed of sound) , s 
( s p e c i f i c e n t r o p y ) , and u (flow v e l o c i t y r e l a t i v e t o t h e duct frame of 
r e f e r e n c e ) . 
The r e l a t i o n s h i p of t h e s e parameters t o each o the r must be d e v e l -
oped from the equa t ions of c o n t i n u i t y , motion and energy ( n e g l e c t i n g 
f r i c t i o n and. body f o r c e s ) . 
i | & + 2i|E + | i + H | i . o (1) 
P at p ax ax a ax 
^u , uau a lo\ 
or + T*r - " 7P {d} 
. d da ds , v 
d In p = — r 5 - K )) 
v 7-1 a R 
5 
, , 2'/ da ds ,, x 
d In p = -A- — - —- (4) 
^ 7-1 a R v ' 
E l imina t ing p between Equations ( l ) and (3) and e l i m i n a t i n g p between 
Equations (2) and {k) then adding and s u b t r a c t i n g t h e s e r e s u l t s g i v e s : 
| - ( 2 a j ( j d ( 2 ± j d l n _ a 
a t 7-1 v ' dx 7 - I dx 
+ £ ( £ i + a as } ( . 
^ R ^Dt ~ 7 3x ; k ? ; 
This i s a n o n - l i n e a r p a r t i a l d i f f e r e n t i a l equa t ion t h e l e f t s i de of 
0 
which r e p r e s e n t s t h e t o t a l t ime d e r i v a t i v e s of t h e func t ions -Jl_ a ± u 
dx 
in the directions —• = u ± a. Hence the equations can be numerically 
CL u 
dx integrated along the lines with slopes -rr = u ± a. These lines and the 
dx 
particle path lines -rr = u are the characteristics of Equations (5)« 
dx 
The s lopes ~ = u ± a r e p r e s e n t t h e speeds of p ropaga t ion of 
smal l d i s t u r b a n c e s r e l a t i v e t o t h e duct w a l l s . Since t h e flow in t h e 
duc t i s concerned wi th changes from ambient cond i t i ons of t h e i n i t i a l 
s t a t e , t h e zero of en t ropy w i l l be e s t a b l i s h e d a t t h i s r e f e r ence s t a t e , 
h e r e a f t e r des igna ted by s u b s c r i p t " o " . Thus t h e fol lowing non-dimen-
s i o n a l i z e d terms can now be used in equat ions ( 5 ) . 
P = 2 A u 
7-1 
Q = - ^ r A - U (6) 
7 - 1 






y — • 7R 
6 
1 1 ~6T ^ T^T a * U^ r ep re sen t s ^ r i (u ± a ) •*- 3 t he d i f f e r -
ent .iat.ion with r e j e c t t o t ime along t h e c h a r a c t e r i s t i c , Equations (5) 
become 
C p o 1-1 
a 6t dx + a A St ^ l 7 1 ; i T Dt {7) 
o o - o 
., 5-Q -, ., . 6 3 . _ r, 
1
 ATT d in a A - , , ,\ A D3 / n v 
— -£7— = - AU — + — -ST— + (7--L) — ^ r (8) 
a 5t dx a 6t w a Dt v ' 
0 0 o 
Equation (7) g ives t h e r a t e of change of t h e v a r i a b l e P a long t h e P 
dx 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c -rr = U + A and Equat ion (8) g ives t h e r a t e of change of 
dx t h e v a r i a b l e Q along the Q c h a r a c t e r i s t i c T T = U - A. I f P and Q a r e 
known a t any p o i n t , then A, U and t h e s lopes of t h e c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s can 
be determined a t t h a t p o i n t . From Equat ions ( 6 ) , t h e fol lowing r e l a -
t i o n s for A and U a r e der ived in terras of P and Q. 
U-£~-& A = 2 L ^ . J : ( P + Q) (9) 
The variables P and Q are sometimes called the "Riemann Variables" and 
throughout this development, the flow properties will be expressed in 
terms of these variables. 
For the problem under study, the duct is open at both ends and 
the flow equations must be developed by examining the wave propagation 
from the inlet to the exit and its continued reflection therefrom. As 
stated by Foa, the three dimensional wave phenomena through which a 
flow senses the external conditions and adapts itself to them at the open 
end are too complex for analysis. Therefore it is assumed that the 
sensing and adaptation takes place instantaneously. This assumption is 
7 
e a s i l y j u s t i f i e d s ince the t ime required for a wave to t r a v e l ac ross the 
open end s e c t i o n jr. q u i t e ;;mu U compared to the t ime required for any 
:• i^n i.f iccinb change t o l,ako p.lace in the flow pfArawstcra. 
Since the i'lov ia subdonlc a t the e x i t m the case being s tud-
i e d , t he boundary cond i t ion to be app l i ed a t t h e e x i t i s t h a t t he exit-
p r e s s u r e must equal t he ambient p r e s s u r e . I t i s phys i ca l l y apparent 
t h e r e f o r e t h a t i f a p r e s s u r e wave propagates downstream t o t h e e x i t , 
an expansion wave must be r e f l e c t e d from t h e e x i t t o mainta in t h e e x i t 
p r e s s u r e . 
With s u b s c r i p t e denot ing e x i t c o n d i t i o n s , Equat ions (9) become: 
u e » ! s - ^ £ Ae - Z^l (pe + %) (10) 
From t h e Second Law of Thermodynamics, 
p 
e s - s = c l n A - R l n - H ( l l ) 
e o p e p 
In this case, the ground state s is designated as zero and in non-
dimensional form, Equation (11) becomes 
S = -^-r In A - i In -£ • {&) 
e 7 - 1 e 7 pQ 
Rearrangement gives 
7-1 ] 
P W (Z~)se 
A = (~ ) e d e (13) 
Po 
8 
Since the imposed boundary conditions prescribe that the pressure at 
the exit be ambient pressure and if S = S = 0 , A = i from Equation 
e o ' e H 
(1$). Applying this result to Equation (10), it is then obvious that 
P + Q is a constant, so that any increase in P must be in conjunction 
with an associated decrease in Q of the same value. Since a compres-
sion wave P is reflected from the exit as an expansion wave Q, the rela-
tionship between the two at the exit is established as AP = - £Q . 
e e 
The unsteady flow of the slug of a i r a t the duct in le t w i l l be 
t rea ted as a quasi-steady flow because _5. « u rr— where z represents 
eft S* 
any flow property. That is to say tha t the convective time ra te of 
change grea t ly exceeds the non-stat ionary term. Thus, the non-stat ion-
ary term can be dropped reducing the solution a t any instant of time to 
the steady flow solut ion . This is defined as "quasi-steady" flow. 
For a quasi-steady flow at the i n l e t , the energy equation from 
the F i r s t Law of Thermodynamics can be wri t ten as 
A2 + 2 r l u 2 = A°2 (14) 
i 2 I i 
where A represents the nondimensional speed of sound at the stagnation 
temperature T°* A can also be expressed in terms of the change in 
value of the speed of sound from ambient conditions. 
o 
a „ £ a . 
i a l 
a a a 
0 0 0 
. 0 1 




Applying the relationship;? of Equations (9), Equation (ik) can be written 
2|i<P£ + ^).>Z P A . £ A f (17) 
This completes the development of the unsteady inflow as a quasi-steady 
process. From t h i s po in t , efforts w i l l be directed towards obtaining 
an expression re la t ing the wave act ion within the duct in a closed form 
solut ion. 
Equation (17) must be rearranged so tha t i t is in terms of £P. 
and £S|. and can be rela ted to the known boundary condition AP = -Ẑ Q . 
J- c \^ 
From Equations (9 ) , 
'i = 7-T-1 A i + u i « i - 7 ^ T A i - u i ( 1 8 ) 
It is convenient to reference P, and Q. from values P and Q corres-
1 1 0 0 
ponding to the undisturbed conditions u = 0 and a m a . At which con-
d i t i o n s , U, * 0, A, * 1, thus Equation (18) becomes 
\ - \ = T̂T <19) 
^ i - p i - p 0 l •
 pi - T 4 T ( 2 0 ) 
pi " ^i + T^I ^ = ^ i + 7 ^ T <21) 
Subst i tut ing these re la t ions into Equation (17) and solving for AP. in 
terms of d%. and A yields 
10 
(2+1) AP = - (2 -Qui,) + 1 ( 2 - 2 Z I ^ . ) 2 
c< -1- e l 1 id % 
*r ^i+ 2 ^ i + F T - F T (A°i> - (7 + 1) (22) 
The complexity of t h i s equation makes i t extremely d i f f i c u l t to handle 
when solving for AP in a closed form solut ion . However, the expres-
sion can be simplified by expanding in a Taylor 's s e r i e s . To second 
o 
a .j 
order in — - and AQ., the resu l t ing expression is 
3. 1 
k *1 2 k < 
*l = "^i + FI — " < + £t JT1 "»l 
o ' o 
A ° 2 
K fe-*) +o 
(7-1 f ao 
-, ^ i 2 
M ° 5 
(23) 
This expression w i l l be u t i l i zed in the subsequent closed form analy-
s i s . 
Through Equation (22), a l l flow propert ies a t the in le t s ta t ion 
are established and can be further re la ted through the exi t condition 
AP = -AQ which was determined e a r l i e r . By examining the values of the 
cha rac te r i s t i c s at the e x i t , the veloci ty and mass flow can be obtained 
and the resul t ing momentum calcula ted. I t is recognized that when a 
slug of high pressure a i r is injected into a duct i n l e t , a ser ies of 
compression waves proceed down the duct and are reflected as expansion 
waves from the e x i t . This wave act ion continues u n t i l the slug of high 
11 
pressure air proceeds completely down the duct and out the exit or 
another slug is injected and a new series of waves begins to propagate. 
Figure 1 depicts schematically this wave action within the duct. 
At time t = 0, a high pressure slug of air is injected at the duct in-
M i 
l e t . During t h i s high pressure period, is a constant greater than 
a 
o 
zero dependent upon the pressure of the slug. 
2y 
o A o — f 
p. Aa. 7-1 
T • {1 + ^ ] W 
o o 
This high pressure air causes a series of compression (AP) waves to 
proceed down the duct and be reflected from the exit at station L as 
expansion (AQ) waves. During this time, {3, for a wave to propagate 
and reflect, the value of AP. remains constant as is indicated in the 
' I 
plot of AP in Figure 1. If the inlet remains exposed to high pressure 
air for a time greater than (3, another AP wave will propagate and be 
reflected completing a second cycle in period one. When the inlet is 
Aa? 
then exposed to ambient air, becomes zero from Equation (2k). 
BL 
o 
The propagation and reflection of waves during period two (exposure to 
ambient air) will continue until the value of AP has decayed to its 
initial value in period one. For the example shown in Figure 1, the 
numerics of which will be discussed subsequently, period two requires 
five cycles. It will be shown that the number of cycles in each of the 
exposure periods is a critical factor in the augmentation of an unsteady 
flow system. 
12 
The pressure waves propagate through the duct at a velocity 
dx 
-rr - u ± a where the positive sign corresponds to propagation toward 
the exit while the negative sign corresponds to propagation toward the 
inlet. Thus, the total time required for a wave to travel from the in-
let to the exit and return is given by 
P- I' &- /'L £-- /L(^r-^)<ix (25) u+a / u-a / vu+a u-a o J o J o 
For t h e f i r s t o rder a n a l y s i s t o be cons idered l a t e r , t h e in tegrand can 
be expanded in a T a y l o r ' s s e r i e s and terms of second order and higher 
dropped as fo l l ows . 
p . A- /"L ( l . • « - • £ + I + £ - - . £ ) dx (26a) 
a / v a a a a ' v ' 




- P o ( l - ££) (26b) 
r1 
where p = — Ap - / — d (£) (27) 
o — a / a VL 
o . o o 
The re fo re , t h e lag t i m e , p , i l l u s t r a t e d in Figure 1 w i l l be t r e a t e d as 
a cons t an t P throughout t h e f i r s t order a n a l y s i s . 
I t i s neces sa ry t o po in t out t h a t when a wave passes th rough a 
wave of t h e oppos i t e kind or through t h e s lug i t s e l f in a cons tan t 
a r e a d u c t , i t s s lope may be a l t e r e d s l i g h t l y but t h e va lue of AP or £Q 
would remain unchanged. In t h i s a n a l y s i s , t h i s i s t r u e because i t i s 
assumed t h a t t h e r e i s no en t ropy change of t h e f l u i d in t h e d u c t . (See 
13 
Equations ('/) and (8)). Under this constant entropy assumption, the 
values of LP and £Q will remain unchanged from the inlet to the exit 
during one reflection. 
In this system, the high pressure air tends to pump low pres-
sure air through the duct thereby decreasing the momentum of the high 
pressure slug and increasing the momentum of the ambient air pumped into 
the duct. Hence a transfer of energy from one air mass to another 
through the action of the pressure waves. It is the amount of ambient 
air pumped and the associated energy transfer that will determine the 
effectiveness of the system. 
lit 
CHAPTER I I I 
UNSTEADY FLOW IN A CONSTANT AREA DUCT 
In t h e preceding c h a p t e r , equa t ions were developed t o d e s c r i b e 
t h e wave motion i n s i d e a d u c t . In t h i s c h a p t e r , t h e s e equa t ions w i l l 
be app l ied t o t h e case of a cons t an t a r e a duct in which t he i n l e t i s 
a l t e r n a t e l y exposed t o high p r e s s u r e a i r and ambient a i r t o determine 
t h e momentum inc r ea se a t t r i b u t e d t o t h e wave a c t i o n w i t h i n t h e d u c t . 
I t i s p o s s i b l e t o so lve t h i s uns teady flow problem by c a l c u l a t i n g 
t h e momentum of t h e e f f lux from t h e duct e x i t du r ing t h e pe r iods of 
uns teady flow. By de te rmin ing t he r e l a t i o n of t h e momentum t o t h e AP 
v a r i a t i o n and i n t e g r a t i n g over t h e pe r iods of flow, t h e t o t a l momentum 
can be obta ined and then compared t o t h e momentum of a comparable s t eady 
flow system. The r a t i o of t h e s e momenta i s t h e thruBt augmentat ion 
a t t r i b u t e d t o t h e unsteady flow. 
Thus t h e problem i s t o now r e l a t e AP t o t h e momentum in such a 
manner t h a t i t can be i n t e g r a t e d in c losed form. Due t o t h e complexity 
of t h e r e l a t i o n s a l r e a d y d e r i v e d , t h i s i s d i f f i c u l t t o do wi thout c e r -
t a i n s impl i fy ing assumpt ions ; however i t i s p o s s i b l e t o o b t a i n an exact 
s o l u t i o n by n u m e r i c a l - g r a p h i c a l i n t e g r a t i o n . The n u m e r i c a l - g r a p h i c a l 
i n t e g r a t i o n s o l u t i o n i s l eng thy and t ime consuming but o f f e r s an exact 
s o l u t i o n wi thout approximat ions t h a t w i l l be r equ i r ed for eva lua t i ng a 
c losed form approximate a n a l y t i c a l e x p r e s s i o n . For t h i s r ea son , t he 
n u m e r i c a l - g r a p h i c a l s o l u t i o n w i l l be developed and t h e r e s u l t s therefrom 
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presented as a check on Lhe subsequent analytical expression for the 
same fLow problem. 
A. Numerical - Graphical Solution 
The exact expression of Equation (22) at the inlet station at 
time, t + (3, is 
2li AP.(t+p) 
- (7+1) 
2 - 2zl AQ.(t+|3) - ̂ rZ AQ^t+p) 
2+i AQ^t-f-p^ + 2Z^i(t+P) + ~ 
7-1 N i' (28) 
A second express ion r e l a t i n g AQ. and AP. i s obta ined by apply ing t h e 
e x i t boundary cond i t i on and t h e fac t t h a t a wave t r a v e l s from t h e i n l e t 
t o t h e e x i t and r e t u r n s una l t e r ed (except a t t h e e x i t ) in a t ime per iod 
f3. This r e l a t i o n can be seen from Figure 1 and i s 
£Q ( t+p) = - A P . ( t ) (29) 
where (J in this case can be determined exactly from equation (25) rather 
than from the first order approximation of Equation (27) for (3 . Sub-
stituting Equation (29) into Equation (28) yields 
A(AP) = z:Pi(t+P) - AP.(t) = -ST< - 1 - AP . ( t ) + 
i N 
1 + 2AP. ( t ) 
,n Z ^ ° i o ±i ^° 2 
+ 2 (Z+l) __i _ Z j i (AP.(t))^ + Z* (_ i ) 
v 7 - l ' a 2 v i v 7-1 a ' 
' o ' o 
(30) 
W i t h t h i s e q u a t i o n , A.(AP.) can be p l o t t e d ve r sus AP.(t) for va r ious valuer 
, 0 x -1 
Aa^ 




From Equations (6) and (19), the change in value of AP and AQ at 
the inlet from ambient conditions can be expressed as 
0 Aa. u. 
AP. = -^r ( — i ) + -i (31) 
1 7-I a ' a w 
7 o o 
o Aa. u. 
* i - ^ T ( ̂  > " IT <*) 
' o o 
Evalua t ing Equat ions (31) and (32) a t t i m e , t + p , s u b s t i t u t i n g Equa-
t i o n (29) in (32) and so lv ing t h e r e s u l t i n g r e l a t i o n s s imul taneous ly 
y i e l d s 
Aa AP ( t+0) - AP ( t ) A(AP ) 
FI r* <«« - — s~^~ - -2^ l»> 
' o 
!i ( t+p) = git 1 P) + w (54) 
o 
From Equat ions (10) and (21) > t h e e x i t v e l o c i t y a t any i n s t a n t 
of t ime i s g iven by 
u P - Q AP - AQ 
a 2 2 yDD) 
o 
However s i nce t h e e x i t boundary c o n d i t i o n demands t h a t AQ = - AP 
t h i s reduces t o 
- £ = AP (36) 
a e 
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Furthermore since the value of P along the charac te r i s t i c from the 
in le t to the exit is constant, i t follows that 
APe(t + §) £P± ( t ) (37) 
Therefore 
^ ( t + | ) = AP l ( t ) 
o 
(38) 
From the boundary condition tha t the pressure a t the exit must be 
ambient, i t can be said tha t the densi ty at the exi t is equal to ambi-
ent densi ty . The t o t a l momentum per unit area of the unsteady outflow 
can be expressed 
«T a 
t , and t 
s ^ + f > * 
o 
S2 ( t o 2-
a p 
o h o 
t , and t p 




while the momentum of a steady flow unaugmented system (high pressure 
air flow only) would be 
u 
M = a (mass) . (— ) = a (mass) . AP (ko) s.s. ov 'primary va 'as ov 'primary s.s. 
The mass of the primary (high pressure) air flow per unit of cross sec 
tion area is 
m 
n 1 n 1 p. u. 
= / p.(t)u.(t)dt = a p / -i (t) -i (t)dt / Mi v ' iv ' o Ho J p v ' a v ' (U) 
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The in le t veloci ty is given by Equation ($h) and from the equation of 
s t a t e , the r a t io of the in le t to ambient densi ty using Equation (33) 
P ; a , 
1 ( t ) = 1 ft) 
p a ' 0 0 
7-1 
1 + 
A a . ( t ) 
1 
7-1 
1 + i A(AP.) (fcO 
Applying t h i s r e la t ion to Equation (hi) and subs t i tu t ing into Equation 
(ho) gives the steady s t a t e momentum 
M = a p AP 
s . s . 0 0 s .s . 
1 + ± A(APi) 
&P.(t+p)+£P ( t ) 
dt (kl) 
The expression for the thrus t augmentation can now be obtained by 
dividing the unsteady flow momentum of Equation (39) by the steady flow 
momentum of Equation (1+3) • Since AP remains constant for each cycle in 
periods 1 and 2, the integrat ion in Equations (39) and (43) can be r e -
placed by summations over the appropriate cycles . The corresponding 
expression for augmentation, A , is given by 
X = *T a l l cycles 




.S . ZJ s . s . i_ ( 1 + 2 A ^ i ) 
cycles in period 1 
APi(t+P)+APi(t) 
(W) 
Since this unsteady flow process involves injecting slugs of 
high pressure air at regular intervals while the inlet is exposed to 
ambient air at all other times, the initial condition of period 1 (high 
pressure air injection) must always correspond to the final condition 
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of period 2 (exposure to ambient a i r ) . 
Making use of t h i s boundary condition and the curves of Figure 2, 
the values of AP.(t -f |3), AP. ( t ) , and A(AP.) can be obtained to compute 
the augmentation ra t io of equation (kk), 
The method, used is an i t e ra t ion process whereby for a given value 
<*? 
of , select an arbitrary value of AP.(t). Enter Figure 2 with this 
a 1 
o 
value of AP.(t) and read the value of A(AP ) from the given curve of 
. This represents one cycle in Period 1. 
cx 
o 
AP^t+p) - AP^t) = A{&±) (W) 
Calculate AP.(t + fi) from Equation (1+5) and t h i s now becomes AP.(t) for 
the next cycle . Repeat t h i s for the number of cycles desired in period 
1. 
* i 
For period 2, is zero for reasons stated previously there-
a 
fore the - — = 0 curve is utilized for determining AP, for period 2. 
a I 
o 
Enter Figure 2 with the last value of P,(t + (3) from period 1 as the 
Aa? 
first value of AP.(t) for period 2. From the * 0 curve, determine 
o 
A(AP.). From Equation (45) calcula te AP.(t + g ) , then continue t h i s 
procedure un t i l the l a s t value of AP.(t + (3) for period 2 corresponds 
to the f i r s t value of AP.(t) for period 1. This completes period 2 
and begins another period 1 as another slug of high pressure a i r is 
injected. This i t e r a t i on process is qui te time consuming in that if 
the boundary conditions a t the end of the i t e r a t i o n do not correspond 
exactly to the i n i t i a l values , another a rb i t r a ry value of AP.(t) must 
be selected and t r i ed u n t i l the boundary conditions are s a t i s f i ed . This 
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method is illustrated graphically in Figure 1 and a numerical example 
of the iteration process is presented in Appendix I. 
This numerical-graphical solution closely approximates the 
actual changes that are taking place within the duct and when the 
values are summed for all of the cycles, the augmentation of the un-
steady flow system can he obtained. 
Ai° 
Thrust augmentation ratios are calculated for — - » .01, .025, 
o ao 
Pi 
.10 (i.e., pressure ratios of — * 1.072, 1.188, l.?^5) and for the 
po 
cycles in period 1 varying from one to six. The results are plotted 
in Figure y. 
To obtain reasonable accuracy using this method requires a con-
siderable amount of time for each iteration, therefore it is somewhat 
unwieldly to use. However, it does offer an excellent check on any ana-
lytical expression of the same type flow problem. For this reason, the 
graphical solution is presented to substantiate the approximate analyti-
cal expression that is to be developed. 
B. Analytical Solution 
The analytical development will be based on the same boundary 
conditions and two periods of flow as were utilized in the graphical 
solution. The principal difference between the two solutions is that 
the graphical solution was exact using Equation (22) while the analyti-
cal solution will be limited to a first order analysis of Equation (22) 
in its expanded form and AP. will be assumed to be a continuous function 
of time and position rather than a step function as seen in Figure 1. 
ZNa° 
Equation (22) to f i r s t order in is 
a o 
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AP^t+p) = -AQ^I+P) + - T - — (t+P) - aq(t+e) (k6) 
o 
2 ^ ° 
(the final solution will show that AĈT is of the order —i ). Limit-
1 & 
o 
ing the equation to first order is necessary so that the solution can 
be integrated in closed form without becoming too complex to handle. 
It will be shown that limiting this to a first order analysis gives 
an excellent approximation of the exact solution obtained using the graphical-numerical method for the pressure ranges investigated 
Pi° 
(1.072 < — < 1.9k5). 
po 
Applying the p lag time between AP. and AQ. as seen from Figure 
1, Equation (h6) becomes 
2 k K 
AP (t+P) - AP (t) - -AP^t) + A ; ~-i (t+P) (hi) 
1 1 1 7 - I a Q 
Now assuming a continuous function rather than the actual step function 
of Figure 1 and using a Taylor series expansion for AP.(ttp), the 
approximate expression 
dAP.(t)p 
AP.(t+p) = &±(t) + —gf + 0(r) (
k8) 
can be introduced. However, since p is small, P^< < p and the higher 
order terms can be dropped in this first order analysis. Also since 
dAP. 
p = p (1 - Ap) from Equation (26b), the second order product • , PQAp 
can be dropped giving 
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dAP.(t) dAP ( t ) 
A P ^ t + p ^ - AP.(t) + - _ £ - _ P Q > ^ . ( t ) + - ^ _ (U9) 
Substi tuting th i s into Equation (hj), i t then becomes 
dAP^t) ^ Aa° 
• / • i , T = - V — - - ^p ( t ) (30) 
d(t/(3 ) 7-I a iv ' w y 
Integrat ion of t h i s equation yields 
2APi(*»= M - v / U (51> 
1 - Be 
where B is an a rb i t r a ry constant and 
k ^ i c) = ^ 2 / -—T — (52) 4 A / 7-1 a o 
During period 1 when the high pressure slug is injected into the 
duct a t t = 0, AP. ( t ) = AP. (0) where the subscript 1 represents period 
x l x l 
one and AP.(O) represents the i n i t i a l boundary condit ions. Applying 
t h i s boundary condition to Equation ( 5 l ) , the value of B is determined. 
2AP.(0) 
1 ± 1 
c. 
B = ~WJo) (53) 
2 — - — + 1 
% 
Letting c, -B- = T-. , the expression for AP. during period 1 can be 
H- p 1 1 
o 
wri t ten 
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vi = ^(r^i1 ( 5 l° 
and l e t t i n g B » - e , Equation (5*0 f u r t h e r reduces t o 
c. T - A 
AP ( T ) = J t t a n h - i * _ (55) 
I-L * 
^ i As s t a t e d p r e v i o u s l y , — - = 0 dur ing per iod 2 , hence c, • 0 
o 
for this period. From Equation (50), for period 2, 
dAP ( t ) 
dTVirj - - <M (56) 
which i n t e g r a t e s t o g ive 
AP. ( t ) - t
 1 (57) 
4" . 
When t = 0 du r ing pe r iod 2 (assuming for convenience t h a t dur ing per iod 
2 , t ime i s a l s o counted from z e r o ) , AP. ( t ) - AP, (0) and l e t t i n g 
X2 ^ 
*2 1 
T 2 = -_ , c = ^p iQ» and Equation (57) becomes 
o i« 
AP± ( T ) = — ^ (58) 
rn 
X2 
T2 + AP. (0) 
Equat ions (51) and (58) d e s c r i b e t h e change of AP. dur ing t h e 
p e r i o d s concerned. L e t t i n g s u b s c r i p t "f" denote t h e end of t h e 
2k 
respective periods and considering the boundary conditions prescribed 
e a r l i e r , the AP. re la t ions can be wr i t t en , 
c. - - - T l -
^v-v*-*1^ 
1 f 2 1 - Be ^ (59) 
AP (T ) = AP (0) i r — (60) 
2 2 f Xl \ + 3P7LTO7 
2 
The re la t ionship between conditions a t the end of period one and the 
beginning of period two and the converse are Indicated in Equations 
(59) and (60). I t must be remembered throughout t h i s analysis tha t the 
end of period one marks the beginning of period two and vice versa . 
Equations (53) > (59), and (60) can be solved simultaneously for 
B in terms of T, and T . 
\ CU \ r X V X2 ck 
{-k sinh - g i -2 ~ T2fcosh - g i ) +^ (4s inh-~- -2 -~T 2 f cosh - ~ ) -M-f T ^ ) 
T l f 
2< T T2f>
 e (61) 
The momentum of the flow during both periods can now be de ter -
mined by integrat ing the mass times the veloci ty over the period of 
flow. Since the exi t boundary conditions s t i p u l a t e t ha t p = p , the 
2 
t o t a l momentum outflow per cycle per uni t area i s 
2f 2 
Hp * p0 f
 u
e
2< t+ i ) d t + po / ue
2(t+ i ) d t (62) 
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But as was established earlier, 
u2(t-fg) = a 2 AP2 (t-f|) = a2AE^(t) ev 2 o e v 2' o V ' (63) 
Applying t h i s r e l a t i o n s h i p t o t h e t o t a l momentum equa t ion 
t i t o 
[ f f 
/ AP ( t ) d t + / A P ^ ( t ) d t 
o 1 J o 2 
(6k) 
S u b s t i t u t i n g t h e express ions for AP. ( T , ) and AP. ( T ) i n t o Equation 
X l X2 
(6*0 and i n t e g r a t i n g t h e momentum over t h e non-dimensional t ime pe r -
iods T and T , M_ becomes 
\ = p a p < -7T-
Ko o o I 2 
T l 
e -I- Be 1-KB 
T , T , 1-B 
f f 
2 2 
e - B e 




In o rde r t o de termine t h e t h r u s t augmentat ion e f f e c t of t h e 
induc t ion of ambient a i r by t h e unsteady flow, an express ion for t h e 
s t e a d y s t a t e momentum must be der ived in terms of AP and i t s r e l a t e d 
forms. 
M = (mass) . u 
s . s . pr imary e s - s . 
(66) 
Since t h e primary flow i s i n j ec t ed only dur ing per iod 1 , 
'I.. 
m = mass T. 
P K 
p u (t-t̂ )dt per unit ot cross 




uJ t + f) o ft 
Since — ~ ^- = AP (t + g) from Equation (36) and AP (t+£) « AP. (t) 
V e d e x d ix 
from Equation (37)> the primary mass flow can be written 
\ 
V "Vo-cT / ^i<T>*T <68> 
lf ^ o 1 
Substituting the expression given for P (T) from Equation (5k) in 
. • • • I 
the above relation and integrating over the applicable time period, 
T , y i e ld s 
f 
m • p a 6 In 
T 1 o o
Ko 
T v A 
cosh —* 
f 1 (69) 
cosh K 
•3 
The steady state exit velocity, u , is determined as -75- a 
s.s. 
by taking the limit of Equation (5*0 as T -# ». Applying this value 
Lf 
and Equat ion (69) t o Equat ion (66) g ive s t h e s t e ady s t a t e momentum. 
T l " A f p BT c . p 
tt ^o a ho -
M « * In 
s . S . 2 
"  tcosh —£» 1 _ | (70) coah § J I 
Now t h e augmentat ion r a t i o , A, can be ob ta ined by d i v i d i n g Equat ion 





"IT ~ 2 
e *" j- Be 1+B 
T Ti i - B 
f f 
e - Be 
^ ^ - ^ - a - r i s r 
M 
88 








This equation can be further reduced to the concise form 







1 - Be 
1 - B 
(72) 
In order to determine the pumping action of this unsteady flow 
system, it is necessary to evaluate the total mass flow in both periods 
The mass flow per cycle per unit area can be written 
massm , , = p^ Total "o 
, \ 
T,, 
u dt + / u dt 
el 'o 62 
(73) 
Again making use of the relation, u = AP and the corresponding rela-
tions derived earlier, Equation (73) can be written 
"t " P 0
a o 
*> r f % Ti"A r f i 
cf / - 2 - t anh^ -d^+py 
k J O O T 0 + -TT, 
1 d T 2 
2 SFTTOJ 
(7*0 
I n t e g r a t i o n and s u b s t i t u t i o n y i e l d s 
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' \ 
p a p 
o o o 
cosh 
In 




+ In (1 + AP. (0)TO ) (75) 
Dividing Equation (75) by the primary mass flow expressed by Equation 






f ( 1 + Be 
- T . 
= 1 + 




1 - Be 
1 - B 
With the augmentation ratio and mass flow ratio expressions now 
available, it is possible to calculate these values for any pressure 
ratio and given number of cycles in periods 1 and 2. Figure k depicts 
A O 
i 
the augmentation r a t i o curves for values of of .010, .025, anc*-
a 
o o .100 which correspond to pressure ratios of = 1.072, 1.188, and 
I.9A5 respect ively . As a comparison of the ana ly t i ca l r e su l t s with 
the numerical-graphical so lu t ion , Figure k a lso re f lec t s the augmenta-
t ion r a t i o s determined by the graphical method. I t can be seen tha t 
for a low number of cycles in period 2 , the two curves are in very close 
agreement and as the number of cycles increase, the er ror never exceeds 
10 per cent even for the higher pressure r a t i o . The fact tha t the error 
becomes s igni f icant as the number of cycles in period 2 increases and 
the pressure r a t i o increases is a r e su l t of l imit ing the ana ly t i ca l 
solut ion t o a f i r s t order ana lys i s . In a c t u a l i t y the ana ly t i ca l solu-
t ion can be carried to a higher order, but the addi t ional terms involved 
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make it difficult to handle the integration without the use of a com-
puter. The curves in Figure h bear out the validity of the first order 
analysis as a good approximation to the exact solution. 
It can be shown by application of the continuity and momentum 
equations that the thrust augmentation ratio of an ideal augmenter is 
I4. 
exactly equal to the square root of the mass flow ratio. Since the 
development in this investigation is not based on an ideal augmenter, 
it is of interest to note the comparison of the square root of the 
mass flow ratio to the augmentation ratio as determined by the expres-
sions of Equation (72) and (76). This comparison is indicated in Figure 
T i f ^ ° 
5a for one and two cycles in period 1 (—— = 1 and 2) with = . 01 . 
p a 
ho o 
It can be seen that the square root of the mass flow ratio approximates 
quite closely the thrust augmentation ratio as derived herein. 
Using the square root of the mass flow ratio as the optimum aug-
mentation for a given set of conditions, an augmentation efficiency 
factor can be defined as 
* r _ 
(77) r\ = —*m 
"ft 
s . s . 
r m s . s . 
For the values of Figure 5a, the efficiency is plotted in Figure 5b. 
For the unsteady flow system under study, the efficiency is less than 
one because the exit velocity is non-uniform in time at the duct exit. 
Since the performance of the experimental apparatus in this in-
vestigation will be based on the ability of the unsteady flow system to 
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pump a secondary flow of a i r , i t is of in te res t a t t h i s point t o de te r -
mine what pumping r a t i o the theory p r ed i c t s . These r a t ios of t o t a l 
£a° 
flow to primary flow are plotted in Figure 6 for m .01, .025, and 
• s 
o 
.075 for one cycle in period 1. 
Because of the excellent comparison of data obtained by use of 
the analytical expression with the data obtained by the exact numerical-
graphical method, it is felt that the first order analytical expression 
offers a convenient and concise method for evaluating the thrust aug-
mentation and mass flow ratio of any unsteady flow system comparable to 
the model established for this development. 
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CHAPTER IV 
UNSTEADY FLOW IN A DIVERGING DUCT 
The analysis of this chapter will be concerned with the appli-
cation of the unsteady flow equations of Chapter II to a diverging duct. 
The basic equations and assumptions used will be the same as those used 
in the constant area, duct development except that the area change term 
of Equations (5) will be retained. 
The effects of divergence will be determined for the two extreme 
cases of sudden expansion illustrated in Figure 7 rather than for the 
realistic case of continuous divergence* In Case 1. the divergence is 
assumed to occur abruptly at the inlet while in Case 2, the divergence 
occurs abruptly at the exit. These two extremes are selected since the 
results will establish the performance limits for all physical cases of 
continuous divergence, Furthermore, this affords simplicity in the 
analysis by allowing a quasi-steady flow solution (as defined in Chapter 
II) to be used during the divergence. Thus, wave equation solutions will 
be required for only the constant area portion of the duct. 
Case 1: In Case 1, the inlet flow to "i" followed by the diffu-
sion from "i" to "a" are assumed to occur abruptly as successive quasi-
steady flow processes. This is equivalent to evaluating the inlet flow 
to "a" in a single step independent of the conditions at "i". There-
fore, the inlet boundary conditions as utilized in the constant area 
duct can be applied directly at "a". Downstream of "a", the area remains 
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c o n s t a n t . Consequently, t h e cons tan t a rea s o l u t i o n of Chapter I I I i s 
d i r e c t l y a p p l i c a b l e in t h i s c a s e . The t h r u s t augmentation curves in 
F igure 5 and t h e mass flow r a t i o curves of Figure 6 a r e t h e r e f o r e app l i -
cab le t o t h i s c a s e . The d ivergence from " i " t o "a" se rves only t o in -
c r ea se t h e inflow ve loc i ty in comparison wi th the v e l o c i t y in t h e con-
s t a n t a r ea s e c t i o n 
Case 2 : Assuming t h a t t h e flow in t h e duct i s of cons tan t 
en t ropy , t h e d i f f u s e r flow for q u a s i - s t e a d y cond i t ions can be expressed 
by Equations (5) w r i t t e n in t h e form 
u 4- a dP 
m 
au d In a (78) 
U - a \ dQ 
a / dx 
au d In a 
T dx a o 
(79) 
A simultaneous so lu t ion of Equations (31) and (32) y i e l d s 
a . 7 - 1 /AP+_£Q (60) 
u 
a" 
AP - AQ 
2 
(81) 
S u b s t i t u t i o n of t h e s e express ions i n to Equations (78) and (79) g ives 
AP - W + 1 4 Z^i (££. % £S 
~S~ 
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Since t h e r i g h t hand s i d e of Equations (82) and (83) a r e i d e n t i c a l , 
t hey can be equated as fo l lows . 
^ + x + l£ (A^S) dAP dx 
AP-AQ n 7-1 r^mpm fpkx -2- - 1 - -£- ( - T - f i a (00 
This relation between AP and AQ can be rearranged into an integrable 
form as 
1 + ZzL (^9) d(AP+AQ) = - (^^9) d(AP-AQ) (85) 
Integration of Equation (85) then yields 
at 
8 
+ 771 C1 + nr Ap) * > + 771 (AP + 4* ^ " c ) (86) 
where C i s the arbi trary constant of in tegrat ion , 
AP and AQ can be evaluated from Equation (86) t o second order 
in AP and AQ by using a Taylor's s e r i e s expansion. The re su l t i s 
AQ - - (AP2 + AP) 4- C AP - - (AQ2 + AQ) + C (87) 
The re la t ionsh ips between AP at the d i f fuser i n l e t and e x i t and 
AQ at the d i f fuser i n l e t and e x i t can now be determined from Equations 
( 8 2 ) , (83 ) , and (87)* Subst i tut ion of Equation (87) into Equation (82) 
g ives the d i f f e r e n t i a l equation r e l a t i n g AP to the area change in the 
d i f f u s e r . 
2(i+i£)^L . . a m a 
AT + 2AP - C 
(88) 
Jk 
Letting "b" represent the beginning of the diverging section and 
"e" represent the end of the diverging section as shown in Figure 7, 
Equation (88) can be integrated across this distance with the result. 
2 ^ 2 
APe + 2APe - C = -£ (AP.^ + 2A^ - C) (89) 
e 
Equation (89) can be expanded by a Taylor 's ser ies and to second order 
in AP is 
l a K a h ^ K 
A P e = | C ( 1 - J ! ) + A P b ^ ( 1 + - ^ ) ( 9 0) 
e e 
Similarly from Equations (85), and (87)9 the following relation between 
AQ and AQ is obtained. 
QL (X AQ 
e e 
The boundary condition at the diffuser exit is AP = -£Q as 
derived in Chapter II. The arbitrary constant of integration contained 
in Equations (90) and (91) can now be determined by applying this bound-
ary condition to Equations (87). This gives C = AP^ = AQ . 
From Equation (87), the relation for AQ evaluated at station "b" 
becomes 
A ^ =-(AP^ + APb) + AP^ (92) 
From Equation {90), AP to terms of order AP2 becomes 
35 
-2 2 °L 2 
AP^ «= APf (-& ) 
e b va ' (93) 
The final relation between AQ, and AP, can be obtained by substituting 
Equation (93) into Equation (92). 
^ b • " * V 1 -f AP, 
•a. 2 
e w 
I t now becomes necessary to r e l a t e conditions a t " i " to the condi-
t ions established at "b". Using the lag time, 0, and the corresponding 
wave re la t ions i l l u s t r a t ed in Figure 1 for the constant area duct , AQ. 
and A& are related as follows. 
AQ^t + 0) = AQb ( t + § ) (95a) 
APb(t + § ) - AP^ t ) (95b) 
Evaluation of Equation (9k) a t t ime, 4 -f £ , and subs t i tu t ion of Equa-
t ions (95) there in gives 




Final ly , the in le t boundary condition for quasi-steady in le t flow 
derived in Chapter I I can be applied to the in le t of Case 2 which is a 
constant area sect ion. From Equation (46), t h i s boundary condition is 
k M i 2 




Evalua t ing t h i s boundary cond i t ion a t t i m e , t + p , and s u b s t i t u t i n g 
Equation (96) in Equation (97) y i e l d s 





- AF^ (t)i 1 + A P t ( t ) 
e 
(98) 
By l i m i t i n g t h i s express ion t o terms of o rder A P 2 . and app ly ing the differen-
t i a l r e l a t i o n of Equation ( ^ 9 ) , Equation (98) becomes 
dAP. ( t ) , Aa° p a 2 
- a f - <P0) - ^
t + ^ - <*!<*> "jkir1- ^ ( * ) ( ? > <»> 
o e 
Equation (99) i s t h e f i n a l d i f f e r e n t i a l equa t ion for AP. . Through 
t h e same a n a l y s i s used for t h e cons tan t a r e a duct s o l u t i o n , i t can be 
i n t e g r a t e d t o g ive for per iod 1, 
AP ( t ) 
1 
% 1 + Be X 






- ( — ) 
T , = C 
^a Ko a e 
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For per iod 2 , Equation (99) becomes 
&t -
 l 1 (101) 
2 T2 + W, (0) 
*2 
where 
T2 ' <r> r 
e Ko 
By uee of the boundary condition that AP at the beginning of period 1 
must correspond to AP at the end of period 2 and the converse, the expres-
sion for B can be derived and is the same as that given in Equation (61). 
In order to calculate the exit momentum and mass flow ratio for 
the diverging duct, the AP. relations for the two periods must be trans-
ferred to the exit. This is accomplished through the use of Equation (95). 
Since station "b" corresponds to the inlet of the diffuser section and is 
of the same area as the duct inlet> Equation (93) can be written 
a. 
APe - APi (-£ ) (102) 
Applying this relation to Equations (100) and (101), they become 
ck °h 1\ - A A 
AP . ~ t - 2 t anh Q where - e
a • B (103) 
6 H C. \X C. '1 e 
(lA) 




Except for the area term, -— , these relations are identical to 
those derived for the constant area duct. Hence the solution for the diver-
ging duct augmentation ratio and mass flow rate reduces to the constant area 
solution except for the area ratio terms which are introduced in the new 
values of c. , T , and T . 
The integration of the exit velocity over the time periods to 
obtain the total momentum and mass flow will not be repeated here since 
it follows the same procedure used in the solution derived in Chapter III. 





X f , ., (l - Be f 
— + M i - B 
(105) 
and the mass flow ratio is 
HL 
_T _± = l + 
n , % / l + Be 
1x1 1 + ^ T 2 f [ — — ± 
\ l - Be 
Tl / '""V 
f , -. I 1 - Be 
f /J 
(106) 
where the relations for B, c. , T, , and T? as a function of area ratio and 
£& 
have been given in the development. 
Curves for the augmentation ratios for the two cases of the diver-
^ i ° *1 \ 
—— = . 01 and — = 1 and 2 1. It 
a £J J 
o Ko / 
ging duct are presented in Figure 8 
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will be noted that the performance obtained by diverging the duct at the 
exit is Improved somewhat over the inlet divergence configuration. The 
performance for the realistic case of continuous divergence from the in-
let to the exit should fall between these two extreme cases. However it 
is apparent that in such a case, the theoretical improvement is only mar-
ginal. In addition to this marginal increase in performance due to diver-
gence, it is believed that for any practical design, the inflow conditions 
and therefore, the augmentation would be substantially improved due to the 
increase of the inflow velocity. Diffusion due to divergence would un-




As In any engineering development, it is desirable to incor-
porate the theory of an analysis into a functional apparatus as a check 
on its validity. In some cases, a design may precede the theory under 
which it operates but ultimately the theory will influence refinements 
of the design for optimum performance and utilization. 
For this investigation, a test apparatus used by Lockheed-Georgia 
Co. for similar experiments was modified to conform to the conditions and 
assumptions set forth in the theoretical analysis. 
A. Equipment and Test Installation 
Figure 9 shows a schematic outline of the test installation. 
High pressure air from two 1000 cubic foot 125 pel. stagnation tanks 
was reduced to the desired test pressures through a single stage pres-
sure regulator thus maintaining a nearly constant pressure at the test 
section. This air was piped to the test apparatus through a four inch 
line with a two inch orifice plate installed at the 100 inch station. 
Such positioning of the orifice plate insured developed flow and accu-
o 
r a t e metering. A chromel alumel thermocouple was inserted in the pipe 
twelve inches upstream of the or i f i ce pla te for the purpose of measuring 
a i r temperature. 
After passing through the or i f i ce p l a t e , the high pressure a i r 
was then piped into the t e s t apparatus, a cross-sect ion of which is 
in 
::ii.owii in Figure 10. The test apparatus consists of a cylindrical 
chamber fitted on both ends with rotating dicks. Ac depicted in 
Figures 10 and 11, one disk is slotted to allow passage of the high 
pressure primary air flow. Details of the slots and the test apparatus 
are shown clearly in Figure 12. The primary air flow then passes through 
the slots and out the augmenter duct which mounts on the end of the 
cylindrical chamber. The augmenter duct is fitted with a 2.75 inch 
radius hellmouth to turn the secondary air flow smoothly into the duct. 
In order to measure the amount of secondary or ambient air being 
pumped into the duct, a large air tight box as shown in Figure ly was 
constructed to contain the entire test apparatus. Any secondary air 
pumped through the duct was then measured by use of a 6 Inch end orifice 
plate mounted on a 2k inch secondary flow pipe which exposed the inter-
ior of the box to ambient air. The reason for using such a large second-
ary flow pipe and orifice plate was to hold the pressure drop across 
the plate to a minimum thus keeping conditions in the box and conse-
quently at the bellmouth inlet very near ambient. 
As can be seen in Figures 10 and 13, a small electric motor 
mounted on the shaft of the test apparatus provided for the disk rota-
tion. Rotation speed was controlled through a variable transformer in 
series with the power line to the motor. A direct reading tachometer 
was fitted to the rear of the motor to determine rotation speed. 
In order for the apparatus to approximate the conditions set 
forth in the theory, the cross sectional area of the duct was subdivided 
into many smaller ducts by the insertion of separator vanes made of 1/8 
inch aluminum. These vanes extended the length of the duct and were 
k2 
mounted 20° apart on a wooden center core as shown in Figure 1̂  . By 
removing every other vane, spacing could be increased to h-0°. The vanes 
themselves did not extend into the bellmouth inlet shown in Figure 10. 
Duct length was varied by the use of ducts 05, B.k and k inches 
in length that could be fitted to the back side of the bellmouth. The 
3.5 inch bellmouth inlet length shown in Figure 8 is not considered 
part of the duct length, L. 
The orifice plates, their locations and related pressure taps 
were all designed according to A.S.M.E. (American Society of Mechanical 
8 Q 
Engineers) standard flow measurement specifications. '' In addition 
to pressure taps for flow measurement, taps were located in the cylin-
drical section of the augmenter to determine disk pressure (Figure 12). 
Upstream conditions of the secondary flow lines were considered ambient. 
During the test runs, pressures at all taps were simultaneously 
measured by the use of pressure transducers and recorded by a Heiland 
Oscillograph. The instrumentation is depicted in Figure 13. 
B. Design of Experimental Apparatus 
Based on the theory utilized in the analytical development, it 
was required that a high pressure slug of air be injected into the duct 
followed by a period of inlet exposure to ambient air. The test appara-
tus on loan from Lockheed provided such a situation. As the disk ro-
tated, the slots would allow high pressure air to enter part of the 
duct. As the slot moved further around, the high pressure air would be 
cut off over that part of the duct and the inlet would then be exposed 
to ambient air. With the separator vanes subdividing the large duct 
"*3 
Into a. number of smaller ducts, the flow became similar to that prescribed 
In the theory. 
In order to design a system i'or optimum performance based on the 
theory, three principal parameters must be considered. These are: (1) 
the width, positioning and shape of the rotating disk slots; (2) speed of 
rotation; (3) duct length. These parameters are all related through 
* 1 *2 2L 
-X- , 7— , and t h e p r i m a r y mass f l o w . Gince f3 m — and t h e p r i m a r y mass 
K P o a 
° ° ° t t 
1 2 
flow i s d e t e r m i n e d b y t h e p r e s s u r e r a t i o and t h e v a l u e s o f -^- and -^- , 
P o P o 
t h e v a l u e of t h e d u c t l e n g t h can t h e n b e d e t e r m i n e d . The t i m e l e n g t h of 
p e r i o d 1 and p e r i o d 2 i s d e t e r m i n e d from t h e r o t a t i o n speed and t h e s l o t 
s i z e . The t h r e e p a r a m e t e r s c i t e d a r e i n t e r d e p e n d e n t and a l l must b e c o n -
s i d e r e d f o r a n y s p e c i f i c d e s i g n p e r f o r m a n c e . 
S i n c e t h e 13° s l o t s shown in F i g u r e 11 were a l r e a d y c u t i n t h e d i s k , 
o n l y t h e p a r a m e t e r s of speed and d u c t l e n g t h were v a r i e d d u r i n g t h i s i n -
v e s t i g a t i o n . 
Duct l e n g t h s , L, of 2 3 , Q.k, and k i n c h e s were s e l e c t e d so a s t o have 
some c o m p a r i s o n o f p e r f o r m a n c e b e t w e e n a l o n g and s h o r t d u c t and t h e a s s o -
c i a t e d f r i c t i o n e f f e c t s . For two t e s t s , t h e d u c t i n l e t was m o d i f i e d so a s 
t o s t a t i o n t h e d u c t i t s e l f 1.5 i n c h e s from t h e d i s k f a c e r a t h e r t h a n t h e 
k.5 i n c h e s a s shown i n F i g u r e 1 0 . 
I t was n o t p o s s i b l e t o a r r i v e a t a d e s i g n r o t a t i o n speed s i n c e t h e 
s l o t s were a l r e a d y f i x e d i n p o s i t i o n and t h e r a t i o o f s l o t w i d t h t o t h e 
s o l i d d i s k w i d t h r emained c o n s t a n t r e g a r d l e s s o f s p e e d . Thus i t was d e c i d e d 
t o c o n d u c t t e s t s a t v a r i e d s p e e d s o v e r a wide r a n g e of p r e s s u r e r a t i o s and 
o b s e r v e t h e p e r f o r m a n c e a s t h e speed v a r i e d . 
kh 
In an effort to contain the wave action within a small cro;;;; sec-
tion of the duct, the separator vanes as shown in Figure lh were designed 
to subdivide the large cross sectional area of the duct into eighteen 
smaller ducts. Tests could then be conducted with and without vanes to 
determine the effect of reducing the duct area. 
C. Procedure 
Following the installation of the test apparatus and calibration 
of the recording instruments> the disk slots were sealed and the apparatus 
was calibrated for leakage. The augmenter assembly was installed in the 
air "tight box in such a manner that the primary flow leakage would be 
directed out the rear of the box around the motor and would not flow into 
the box itself and interfere with the measurement of secondary flow (see 
Figure lj). Leakage flow is plotted in Figure 15 for the range of test 
pressure ratios. 
Initial tests were conducted using the 23 inch duct with the bell-
mouth positioned one inch from the disk face. Rotation speed was varied 
from zero to 6000 RPM while the ratio of the primary air pressure to 
ambient pressure was varied from 1.0 to l„k. 
The duct was then shortened to Q.k inches and tested under the same 
conditions as above. The internal separator vanes were then installed in 
this duct and the tests repeated for the eighteen vane configuration and a 
nine vane configuration. 
From Figure 10 it can be seen that the actual constant area duct 
begins 3.5 inch from the bellmouth inlet. It was felt that this distance 
being quite large compared to the average slot width of 0.̂ - inch might be 
detrimental to performance. Therefore, the inlet was modified slightly to 
I 
bring the duct to a posi t ion one inch from the bellmouth i n l e t . The 
bellmouth in le t was then positioned one-half inch from the disk face. With 
the 8A inch duct reposit ioned, t e s t s were then conducted over the same 
speeds and pressure ra t ios used in the i n i t i a l t e s t s . 
The duct was then shortened to four inches and tested with the 
modified in le t positioned 1/2 inch from the disk face as before. This 
t e s t was conducted with nine separator vanes in the duct. 
D. Results 
The primary a i r flow ra te for a l l t e s t s proved to be the same 
and was dependent only on pressure r a t io and leakage. The primary flow 
and leakage flow ra tes are plotted in Figure 15. 
The pumping ra t io of the augmenter apparatus is specified as the 
r a t io of the t o t a l duct outflow to the primary a i r flow and for the four 
ducts tes ted is plotted in Figures 16, 17, 18, and 19. Data points for 
the disk ro ta t ion condition are for the ro ta t ive speed which gave the best 
pumping action* I t was observed tha t the pumping act ion was best a t speeds 
between 2000-2500 rpm in a l l cases. Speeds higher or lower than t h i s 
range caused the flow ra te of secondary a i r to decrease. This is i l l u s -
t ra ted by the typ ica l plot of pumping r a t i o vs . RPM shown in Figure 20. 
As can be seen from Figure 16, the no rotat ion pumping r a t i o was 
almost equal to the ro ta t ion pumping r a t i o for the 23 inch duct. Since 
the length ,to diameter r a t i o was 3.5 for t h i s duct, the no rotat ion condi-
t ion was probably approximating the conditions of a steady flow, viscous 
type augmenter. 
h6 
A graphical comparison of the augmenter performance for all con-
figurations tested is shown in Figure 21. It will be noted that the best 
performance was obtained using the 8.U inch duct and the 2-75 inch radius 
bellmouth positioned one inch from the disk face. The calculated theory 
for this configuration is reflected along with the actual performance in 
Figure 17- A sample of the numerical calculations used to establish the 
theoretical performance of this configuration at the optimum speed of rota-
tion is presented in Appendix III. In making the theoretical calculations, 
it was necessary to iterate to an optimum RPM. In all cases, this opti-
mum RPM was found to be in the range of 2000-2500. This speed range is 
in good agreement with the experimental values. 
From Figure 17, it can be seen that the performance of the augmen-
ter with the separator vanes installed in the duct did not improve over the 
no separator vane configuration. This is probably attributed to large 
friction losses in the subdivided duct since the duct wetted area is in-
creased by a factor of five when the eighteen internal vanes are installed. 
Thus, the pumping action probably did increase but the associated increase 
in friction losses offset this improvement. 
The overall performance of the system was somewhat less than what 
the theory predicted. However this can be attributed to factors which 
were either uncontrolled or not considered in this investigation. The 
design of the slots in the disk (i.e., shape, lip radius, etc.) and the 
duct inlet are both quite important and should be investigated further to 
determine their effect on performance. It is highly probable that diver-
ging the duct would improve the inlet conditions and consequently the 
augmenter performance as discussed in Chapter IV. 
7̂ 
Diffusion of the high pressure air as it fiows from the disk slots 
to the duct inlet would vary the times of periods 1 and 2 when evaluating 
the theoretical performance. As can be seen from Figure J, when the time 
in period 1 increases, the performance drops off sharply. Diffusion 
could well account for the fact that the experimental apparatus did not 
perform as well as predicted by the theory. Assuming that the high pres-
sure air diffused to twice its exit width before it entered the augmenting 
duct, the theoretical pumping ratio for the 8.^ inch duct would be re-
duced considerably as shown in Figure 17. Thus the actual performance 
achieved in the experiment was between the predicted theoretical pumping 
ratio and the theoretical pumping ratio evaluated if the air were diffused 
to twice its exit width. 
For all configurations tested, the experiments did point out that 
better performance could be expected at low pressure ratios as is borne 
out b;y the theory. Also, the unsteady flow induced by the disk rotation 
did improve the pumping ratio as compared to the pumping ratios obtained 




The problem of thrus t augmentation u t i l i z ing unsteady flow in a 
constant area duct has been solved by use of the wave equations. This 
method of analysis closely approximates the physical s i tua t ion and pro-
vides an accurate means of evaluating the pressure and veloci ty within 
the duct once the wave re la t ions are es tabl ished. 
The exact numerical-graphical solution of the wave equation was 
evaluated for a constant area duct but required a considerable amount of 
time to achieve accuracy in the i t e r a t ion process. 
The associated ana ly t i ca l solution of the problem is a concise 
expression yielding r e su l t s within a t leas t ten per cent of the exact 
solut ion for primary flow pressure ra t ios up to 1.9^5• The accuracy of 
t h i s solution could be improved further by introducing the higher order 
terms which were dropped from the expression for s impl i f ica t ion. 
For any given flow condi t ions , thrus t augmentation was found to 
be within a t l eas t five per cent of the ideal value which is equal to the 
square root of the mass flow r a t i o s . For fixed periods of unsteady flow, 
augmentation increased with a decrease in pressure of the high pressure 
flow. Increasing the period of in le t exposure to ambient a i r and decreas-
ing the period of exposure to the high pressure flow both increased the 
augmentat ion. 
The ana ly t i ca l solution for th rus t augmentation due to unsteady 
9̂ 
flow in a diverging duct showed that the theoretical improvement over the 
constant area solution is only marginal. It is believed however that for 
any practical design, divergence would improve the inflow conditions. The 
augmentation would then be improved due to an increase in the inflow velo-
city. This velocity increase would allow the primary air to enter the duct 
quicker and preclude spillage at the inlet. 
The experimental investigation proved that the performance of the 
tested apparatus was improved by the induced unsteady flow as compared to 
performance of the same system under steady flow conditions. Results indi-
cated that performance decreased as the pressure of the primary air flow 
increased. This characteristic of the system was borne out by the theory. 
Although the performance achieved in the tests did not equal that 
predicted by the theory, the fact that secondary flow was pumped indicates 
that the system has potential as a thrust augmenter. The optimum perform-
ance disk rotation speed arrived at during the experiments corresponded to 
that determined by the theoretical analysis. 
Continued testing with refinements in design of the system should 
improve the performance considerably. Factors such as friction effects, 
diffusion of the high pressure flow and secondary flow inlet position 
affect the performance and should be incorporated into any subsequent analy-
sis* Additionally, specific attention should be directed towards design 
of the slots in the rotating disk. 
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APPENDIX I 
EXAMPLE NUMERICAL-GRAPHICAL SOLUTION 
For t h i s example, a p r e s s u r e r a t i o of 1.188 corresponding t o 
Aa° 
= .025 w i l l be used for two cycles in period 1. Following the proce-
a o 
dure outlined in Chapter I I I , an i n i t i a l a rb i t r a ry value of AP.(t) = .1^0 
is se lected. Entering Figure 2 with AP.(t) = .1^0, the value of A(AP.) 
for • .025 is .193. Using Equation (V?), AF.(t + p) » .333. Since 
a i 
0 
two cycles are desired in period 1> use .333 as AP (t) for the next cycle. 
1 Aa? 
Entering Figure 2 with t h i s value and reading from the — - « .025 curve, 
a o 
A(AP.) = .102. Again using Equation (h5), AP.(t + p) « A35. This com-
ple tes period 1. The number of cycles desired in period 1 is determined by 
the time of exposure of the in le t to the high pressure a i r . For t h i s 
example, two cycles are used a r b i t r a r i l y . 
For period 2 , begin with AP.(t) = A35 which was the f ina l value 
from period 1. Entering Figure 2 with t h i s value, read from the — - = 0 
a 
o 
curve that A(£P±) * -.138. AP (t + P) = .297 using Equation (^5). This 
procedure is repeated for as many cycles as it takes for AP (t + p) to 
become equal to the initial value of AP.(t) in period 1 which was .1*1-0. 
From the table of the complete iteration, it is seen that it takes five 
cycles in period 2 to get matching boundary conditions. 
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I t e r a t i o n Va j.uet; 
^ ( t ) A ( ^ t ) A P i ( t + f3) Cycles Period 
iho .193 .333 1 
"' ? .102 A 35 
^35 - . 1 3 8 .297 2 
297 - . 070 .227 
227 -.o4o .1.87 
187 -.027 „i6o 
160 - . 0 2 0 .1^0 c:> 
£a . 
AP i s t h e value of AP . ( t ) for which — - = .025 and 
s • s . 1 a 
o 
A(AP.) = 0. From Figure 2, Z\Po = .50 . Applying Equation (hk) and 
using t h e values obtained above in t h e summation, the r e s u l t i n g augmen-
t a t i o n r a t i o is 
M 
A '" MTT" " (-50)(.66337 " 1B57-
b • b • 
This value is then plotted on Figure 3 in its appropriate position for 
the number of cycles in period 2 and the given pressure ratio. 
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APPENDIX II 
THE LIMITING CASE OF THE CONSTANT AREA 
DUCT ANALYTICAL SOLUTION 
The limiting case of augmentation for a constant area duct can 
fi*0± 
be determined by a l lowing t h e term t o go t o zero in t h e augmenta-
a 
o 
tion ratio expression found in Equation (72). 
\ 
A . L ~ , (107) 
T ~ T 1 
1 f 




o -T, nr xf 
i f ""Jy-l 3 > 0, us ing t h e T a y l o r ' s s e r i e s expansion for e = e "/ K° 
1 - B ( l - T- ) BT 
X- 1. ] 
1 - B 1 - B ~ T T 3 
X - B e T l f ^ = i + _ £ (108) 
and 
BT BT 
m ( i + T T | ) — X T | (109) 
hence the augmentation ratio approaches 
A -* ^ } (110) 
It now remains to examine the expression for B and determine its limit as 
0 
- goes to zero. From Equation (6l), 
£a° 
^ 
-lj-sinh -T5- - 2 - ^ - r2cosh - g - +A-
iisinh ~^- - 2-^- T2cosh -^£ i - M-g"
 T
2 ) 
B = - - r j . /2 
2 ( - K > - (in) 
Tl Tl Tl 
f f , f . ~ f For the limiting case, sinh —^- —> -5- , cosh — ^ -s» 1.0 and e 
T i f 
(1 - ___ ). Applying these relations to B in Equation (ill) and expanding, 
B becomes 
(112) 
Subst i tut ing t h i s expression into Equation (110), the l imit ing case of 
the augmentation ra t io is 
l imit W n ^ - — T I; ,
 f - ^ (^3) 
This equation i s plot ted in Figure k and i t w i l l be noted tha t i t is the 
upper l imit for the plots of augmentation r a t i o s determined by the graphi-
ca l integrat ion method and the ana ly t i ca l expression. 
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APPENDIX I I I 
TEST APPARATUS THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS 
The c a l c u l a t i o n of t h e t h e o r e t i c a l p e r f o r m a n c e o f t h e t e s t a p p a -
r a t u s i s b a s e d on t h e p r i m a r y mass flow t h a t p a s s e s t h r o u g h t h e s l o t s i n 
t h e d i s k . T h i s mass i s r e l a t e d t o t h e t i m e s i n p e r i o d one and p e r i o d 
two t h r o u g h E q u a t i o n ( 6 9 ) . 
h
T l ' " A 
cosh -
™P " p o V o H — — 5 ) <«9> 
cosh 5. 
Performance w i l l be evaluated for the Q.k inch duct a t a p r e s s u r e r a t i o 
* • % 
of 1.188 which corresponds t o a — - of .025 . From Equation ( 5 2 ) , c. for 
o 
t h i s case i s equal t o 1. 
The t h e o r e t i c a l mass flow i s determined by t h e v e l o c i t y of t h e high 
p r e s su re a i r through t he s l o t and the average width of t h e s l o t . The 
c ross s e c t i o n shown in Figure 22 i n d i c a t e s the flow p a t t e r n of t h e high 
p re s su re a i r . The average width of t he s l o t i s O.k inch and assuming a 
flow c o e f f i c i e n t , c , of 0 . 6 , t h e average width through which t he flow 
a c t u a l l y passes i s .24 inch. The Mach number co r r e spond ing t o 
the p r e s s u r e r a t i o above is O.5I and using 1116 fee t per second as t he 
speed of sound, t h e v e l o c i t y , u , through the s l o t i s 570 fee t per second. 
For a r o t a t i o n speed of 2500 RPM, t he average t a n g e n t i a l v e l o c i t y , 
v , of t he s l o t i s 40.75 fee t per second. At t h i s speed of r o t a t i o n and for 
t h e v e l o c i t y of t h e high p re s su re a i r through t he s l o t , t h e t h i ckness of 
56 
the slug of air passing through the slot is 
Since Equation (69) "was developed as mass flow per unit of cross section 
area, m is equal to the depth of the slug times the density. This estab-
lishes the left hand side of Equation (69). 
P can be calculated using Equation (27) as follows. 
o 
So = f ^ ( 1 2 ) ( i l l 6 J ° -001252 s e c . 
Equation (69) now reduces to 




c o s h •* 
where A can be determined from Equation ( 6 l ) . 
For t h e double s l o t t e d d i s k , ano the r s lug of high p r e s s u r e a i r 
w i l l be in j ec t ed i n t o t he i n l e t in l / 2 of one r e v o l u t i o n . Hence t he t o t a l 
t ime for per iod one and per iod two i s t he t ime for the d i s k t o make 1/2 of 
one r e v o l u t i o n . This time d iv ided by 0 for 25OO rpm i s 
t l t2 60 Q „ 
TQ V0 " 2(2500)( .001252) " *•*< 
t t 2 
Using t he two equa t ions above which a r e bo th in terms of ^ - and , r - , va lues 
Po Po 
VI 
fcl *2 b! 
can be determined for •—- and ~ . For optimum performance, ~ should be 
o o 
an even number thus a l lowing for wave r e f l e c t i o n s t o be completed before 
per iod two b e g i n s . 
t
1 % 
For t h i s con f igu ra t i on and RPM, •£— i s equal t o one and ~ i s 
P P 
o Ko 
8.56. These values satisfy both equations simultaneously, therefore they 
\ t2 
represent the theoretical values of —- and rr- to be applied to the aug-
^o Po 
mentation ratio Equation (72) to determine the theoretical performance of 
the system. Applying these values to Equation (72) yields an augmentation 
ratio of 2.6 which when squared gives the theoretical pumping ratio of 
6.75 which is plotted in Figure 17. The augmentation ratio squared is used 
here rather than the mass flow ratio because it was shown that theoretically 
the two differ slightly and the lower value is assumed to be more near the 
expected pumping rate. 
* i 
The method used here to determine the theoretical values of —- and 
*2 *8 
-rr- requires iteration around the rotation speed and -*- to arrive at values 
PQ ° 
*1 *2 
of •£- and -rr- which will satisfy the two equations simultaneously. However 
Po o 
for a l l p o i n t s checked by t h i s method, t h e i t e r a t i o n c losed r a p i d l y on a 
s o l u t i o n using r o t a t i o n speeds in t he range 2000-2500 RPM which were t he 
speeds t h a t gave t he b e s t exper imenta l performance. 
I f d i f f u s i o n i s considered in t h e t h e o r e t i c a l problem, t h e same 
procedure i s used except t h a t t h e s lug width i s assumed t o be g r e a t e r by 
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Figure 1. Wave Propagation and AP i n l e t Change for 
Unsteady Flow in a Constant Area Duct. 
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Figure 3. Effects of Independent Parameter Variation 
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Figure 3. Effects of Independent Parameter Variation 
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a . Di rec t Comparison of I dea l t o Actual Augmentation 
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Figure 6. Effect of Pressure Ratio Variation on the Mass Flow Patio 












Figure J. Extreme Cases of the Diverging Duct Analysis 
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Figure 8 . Augmentation Rat ios for t h e Extreme Cases of t h e 
A o T . 
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Figure 10. Cross Section of Augmenter Test Apparatus. 
(Scale l" = 3") 
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13' 
Figure 11. Augmenter Slotted Disk (Scale l" : 1.5") 
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Figure 12. Photograph of Augmenter Test Apparatus. 
13 
Figure 13. Photograph of Test Apparatus Installation 
and Inst rumentat ion. 
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Figure Ik. Cross Section of Augmenter Duct 
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Figure 1$. Test Apparatus Primary Flow 
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Figure 16. Experimental Augmenter Performance, 23" 
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Augmenter Pressure Ratio, — 
Figure 17. Experimental and Theoretical Augmenter Performance, 
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Figure 18. Experimental Augmenter Performance, 8 . V Duct 
and Modified I n l e t Without Separa tor Vanes. 
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Figure 19. Augmenter Performance} 4" Duct and Modified 
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Figure 20. Pumping Ratio Variation with Disk Rotation Speed, 
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Figure 21. Comparison of Augmenter Performance for Duct 







L = Duct length 
u = Velocity of high pressure a i r through the disk s lo t 
v = Average tangent ia l veloci ty of the disk s lo t 
w *a Average width of the disk s lo t 
y = High pressure a i r slug thickness 
Figure 22. Cross Section of Hign Pressure Air Flow Pattern 
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